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Figure 1. Example Feynman diagrams of processes leading to a ttbb final state, including (a) QCD 
ttbb production, (b) t tH (H ^  bb), and (c) t tZ (Z  ^  bb).
1 In tr o d u ctio n
M easurements of the production cross-section of top-antitop quark pairs (tb) with additional 
jets  provide im portant tests of quantum  chromodynamics (QCD) predictions. Among 
these, the process of t t  produced in association w ith jets originating from b-quarks (b-jets) 
is particularly im portant to  m easure, as there are many uncertainties in the calculation 
of the process. For example, calculating the am plitude for the process shown in figure 1a 
is a challenge due to  the non-negligible mass of the b-quark. It is therefore im portant 
to  compare the predictions w ith both  inclusive and differential experim ental cross-section 
m easurem ents of tb production w ith additional b-jets. S tate-of-the-art QCD calculations 
give predictions for the t t  production cross-section w ith up to  two additional massless par­
tons a t next-to-leading order (NLO) in perturbation  theory m atched to  a parton shower [1], 
and the QCD production of ttbb is calculated at NLO m atched to  a parton shower [2- 5].
Moreover, since the discovery of the Higgs boson [6, 7], the determ ination of the Higgs 
coupling to  the heaviest elem entary particle, the top quark, is a crucial test of the S tandard 
Model (SM). Direct m easurem ents of the top-quark Yukawa coupling are performed in 
events where a Higgs boson is produced in association with a top-quark pair ( t tH ) [8, 9]. 
The Higgs branching ratios are dom inated by the H  ^  bb decay [10, 11], and therefore 
the t tH  process can be m easured w ith the best statistical precision using events where 
the Higgs boson decays in this manner, leading to  a ttbb final sta te  as shown in figure 1b. 
However, this channel suffers from a large background from QCD ttbb production indicated 
in figure 1a [12, 13].
M easurements of t tH (H  ^  bb) would benefit from a b e tte r understanding of the QCD 
production of ttbb as predicted by the SM and, in particular, improved M onte Carlo (MC) 
modelling. The m easurem ents presented in this paper were chosen in order to  provide da ta  
needed to  improve the QCD MC modelling of the ttbb process. The differential observables 
are particularly interesting as they are sensitive to  the relative contribution of events from 
tb-associated Higgs production ( t tH ) w ith H  ^  bb decays to  QCD-produced ttbb events 
in various phase space regions. Even though the aim is to  improve the modelling of QCD 
production of additional b-jets in t t  events, this analysis measures their production without 
separating the different production channels such as t tH  or t t  in association with a vector 
boson ( t tV ), for example the t tZ  process shown in figure 1c.
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In this paper, m easurem ents of fiducial cross-sections are presented using da ta  recorded 
by the ATLAS detector during 2015 and 2016 in proton-proton (pp) collisions a t a centre- 
of-mass energy yfs =  13 TeV, corresponding to  a to ta l integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb- 1 . 
In addition, differential measurem ents a t this centre-of-mass energy are presented as a 
function of various observables. Previous measurem ents of ttt  production w ith additional 
heavy-flavour jets have been reported by ATLAS at yfs =  7 TeV [14] and both  CMS and 
ATLAS at yfs =  8 TeV [15- 17]. CMS has also reported a m easurem ent of the inclusive 
ttbb cross-section using 2.3 fb-1 a t / s  =  13 TeV [18].
Since the top quark decays into a b-quark and W  boson nearly 100% of the time, t t  
events are typically classified according to  how the two W  bosons decay. In this analysis, 
two channels are considered: the eß channel, in which both  W  bosons decay leptonically, 
one into a muon and muon neutrino and the o ther into an electron and electron neutrino, 
and the lepton-plus-jets channel (lepton +  jets), in which one W  boson decays into an 
isolated charged lepton (an electron or muon) and corresponding neutrino and the other 
W  boson decays into a pair of quarks. Electrons and muons produced either directly in 
the decay of the W  boson or via an interm ediate T-lepton are included in both  channels.
The decay of a top-quark pair results in two b-quarks and therefore a final sta te  which 
includes the production of two additional b-quarks may contain up to  four b-jets. The 
inclusive fiducial cross-sections are presented for events w ith a t least three b-jets and for 
events w ith a t least four b-jets. The differential cross-sections are presented for events with 
at least three b-jets in the eß channel and with at least four b-jets in the lepton +  jets 
channel. The results are obtained as a function of the transverse momentum  (p t )1 of each 
of the b-jets, the scalar sum of the pT of the lepton(s) and jets in the events (H t ) and of 
only jets in the events (HTad) and as a function of the b-jet m ultiplicity (N b_jets).
This analysis does not a ttem pt to  identify the origin of the b-jets, i.e. it does not 
distinguish between additional b-jets and b-jets th a t come from the top-quark decays. This 
is to  avoid using sim ulation-based information to  a ttribu te  b-jets to  a particular production 
process, which would lead to  significant modelling uncertainties. Instead, differential cross­
sections are m easured as a function of kinem atic distributions of pairs of b-jets. The 
reported distributions could be used to  distinguish the contribution of specific production 
mechanisms: the pair made from the two b-jets closest in angular distance is expected to 
be formed by b-jets from gluon splitting and the pair made from the two highest-pT b-jets is 
expected to  be dom inated by top-pair production. For each of these pairs, the distributions 
are measured for the angular separation between the b-jets (AR(b, b)), the invariant mass 
(m bb) and transverse momentum  (pT,bb). It should be noted th a t for events w ith a t least 
three b-jets, it is likely th a t one of the two closest b-jets originates from the top  quark. Hence 
the simple picture th a t the two closest b-jets are usually from gluon splitting may not apply.
1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in 
the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre 
of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, 0) are used in the transverse 
plane, 0 being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the 
polar angle 6 as n = — lntan(6/2). The angular separation between two points in n and 0 is defined as 
AR  = %(An)2 + (A0)2.
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However, A R , m bb and pT,bb are used for reconstruction of the final sta te  in analyses with 
m ultiple b-jets and therefore probing the modelling of these observables is im portant.
The cross-sections are obtained by subtracting the estim ated num ber of non-rt back­
ground events from the d a ta  distributions. At detector level, je ts  are identified as containing 
b-hadrons ( “b-tagging”) by a m ultivariate algorithm  [19]. The t t  background resulting from 
additional light-flavour and charm -quark jets wrongly identified as b-jets is evaluated using 
a tem plate fit, in which the tem plates are constructed from the ou tpu t discrim inant of the 
b-tagging algorithm . The background-subtracted distributions are corrected for acceptance 
and detector effects using an unfolding technique th a t includes corrections for the tt-related 
backgrounds.
This paper is laid out as follows. The experim ental set-up for the collected da ta  is de­
scribed in section 2. Details of the sim ulation used in this analysis are provided in section 3. 
The reconstruction and identification of leptons and jets, the b-tagging of jets a t detector 
level, and the definitions of objects a t particle level are described in section 4. The selection 
of reconstructed events and the definition of the fiducial phase space are given in section 5. 
E stim ation of the background from non-rt processes is described in section 6. The m ethod 
to  estim ate the t t  background with additional jets  misidentified as b-jets and the unfolding 
procedure to  correct the d a ta  to  particle level for fiducial cross-section measurem ents are 
explained in section 7. Sources of system atic uncertainties and their propagation to  the 
m easured cross-sections are described in section 8. The m easured inclusive and normalised 
differential fiducial cross-sections and the comparison w ith various theoretical predictions 
are presented in section 9. Finally, the results are summarised in section 10.
2 A T L A S  d e te c to r
The ATLAS detector [20] a t the LHC covers nearly the entire solid angle around the colli­
sion point. It consists of an inner-tracking detector surrounded by a th in  superconducting 
solenoid, electrom agnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrom eter incorporat­
ing three large superconducting toroidal magnets.
The inner detector (ID) system is immersed in a 2 T  axial magnetic field and provides 
charged-particle tracking in the pseudorapidity range |n| <  2.5. The ID is composed of 
silicon detectors and the transition  radiation tracker. The high-granularity silicon pixel 
detector covers the interaction region and is followed by the silicon m icrostrip tracker. The 
innerm ost silicon pixel layer, added to  the inner detector before the s ta rt of Run-2 da ta  
taking [21, 22], improves the identification of b-jets. The tracking capabilities of the silicon 
detectors are augmented by the transition  radiation tracker, which is located at a larger 
radius and enables track reconstruction up to  |n| =  2.0. It also provides signals used to  
separate electrons from pions.
The calorim eter system covers the range |n| <  4.9. W ithin the region |n| <  3.2, 
electrom agnetic calorim etry is provided by barrel and endcap high-granularity lead/liquid­
argon (LAr) electrom agnetic calorimeters, w ith an additional th in  LAr presam pler covering 
|n| <  1.8 to  correct for energy loss in m aterial upstream  of the calorimeters. Hadronic 
calorim etry is provided by the steel/scintillating-tile calorimeter, segmented into three
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barrel structures w ithin |n| <  1.7, and two copper/LA r hadronic endcap calorimeters. The 
solid angle coverage is completed w ith forward copper/LA r and tungsten /L A r calorim eter 
modules optimised for electrom agnetic and hadronic measurements, respectively.
The muon spectrom eter (MS) comprises separate trigger and high-precision tracking 
chambers m easuring the deflection of muons in a m agnetic field generated by the supercon­
ducting air-core toroids. The field integral of the toroids ranges between 2.0 and 6.0 T m  
across most of the detector. A set of precision chambers covers the region |n| <  2.7 with 
three layers of drift tubes, complemented by cathode strip  chambers in the forward region, 
where the background is highest. The muon trigger system covers the range |n| <  2.4 with 
resistive plate chambers in the barrel, and th in  gap chambers in the endcap regions.
A two-level trigger system is used for event selection [23, 24]. The first trigger level 
is implemented in hardw are and uses a subset of detector information to  reduce the event 
rate  to  a design value of at most 100 kHz. This is followed by a software-based trigger th a t 
reduces the event rate  to  about 1 kHz.
3 M o n te  C arlo  s im u la tio n
M onte Carlo simulations are used in three ways in this analysis: to  estim ate the signal 
and background composition of the selected d a ta  samples, to  determ ine correction factors 
for detector and acceptance effects for unfolding, and finally to  estim ate system atic uncer­
tainties. In addition, theoretical predictions are compared with the unfolded data. The 
com puter codes used to  generate the samples and how they were configured are described 
in the following. The signal MC samples used in the analysis are listed in table 1.
The nominal t t  sample was generated using the P o w h e g -B o x  generator (version 2, 
r3026) [25- 28] at next-to-leading-order (NLO) in a s w ith the NNPDF3.0NLO set of par­
ton  distribution functions (PD F) in the m atrix  element calculation. The parton shower, 
fragm entation, and the underlying event were simulated using P y t h i a  8.210 [29] w ith the 
NNPDF2.3LO PD F sets [30, 31] and the corresponding A14 set of tuned param eters [32]. 
The hdamp param eter, which controls the pT of the hardest additional parton emission 
beyond the Born configuration, was set to  1.5mt [33], where m t denotes the top-quark 
mass. The P o w h e g  hardness criterion used in the m atching (POWHEG:pTdef) is set to  
2 following a study in ref. [33]. The renorm alisation and factorisation scales were set to 
ß  = ^ m t +  Pt  t, where pT,t is the transverse momentum  of the top  quark. Additional 
jets, including b-jets, were generated by the hardest additional parton emission and from 
parton showering. This sample is called P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 in the following.
Processes involving the production of a W ,Z  or Higgs boson in addition to  a t t  pair 
were simulated using the MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO generator [34, 35] a t NLO in a s in 
the m atrix  element calculation. The parton shower, fragm entation and underlying event 
were sim ulated using P y t h i a  8 with the A14 parton shower tune. A dynamic renorm al­
isation and factorisation scale set to  H T /2  was used, where H T is defined as the scalar 
sum of the transverse mass, m T =  ^ /m 2 +  pT, of all partons in the partonic final state. 
The N N P D F 3 .0N L O  P D F set was used in the m atrix  element calculation while the 
N N P D F 2 .3 L O  P D F set was used in the parton shower. In the case of t tH , the Higgs
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Generator sample Process Matching Tune Use
PowHEg-Box v2 + tt NLO Powheg A14 nom.
PYtHia 8.210 hdamp = 1.5mt
MaDGRaph5_ aMC@NLO + tt + V/H NLO MC@NLO A14 nom.
Pythia 8.210
PowhEg-Box v2 + tt NLO Powheg A14Var3cDown syst.
Pythia 8.210 RadLo hdamp = 1.5mt
PowhEg-Box v2 + ttt NLO Powheg A14Var3cUp syst.
Pythia 8.210 RadHi hdamp — 3.°m£
PowhEg-Box v2 + ttt NLO Powheg H7UE syst.
Herwig 7.01 hdamp — 1.5mt
Sherpa 2.2.1 tt tt +0,1 parton at NLO 
+2,3,4 partons at LO
MeP s@Nio Sherpa syst.
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO + tt NLO MC@NLO A14 comp.
Pythia 8.210
Sherpa 2.2.1 ttbb (4FS) ttbb NLO MC@NLO Sherpa comp.
P owHe i + ttbb NLO Powheg A14 comp.
Pythia 8.210 (5FS) hdamp — HT/2
P owHe i + ttbb NLO Powheg A14 comp.
Pythia 8.210 (4FS) hdamp — HT/2
PowhEg-Box v2 + ttbb NLO Powheg A14 comp.
Pythia 8.210 ttbb (4FS) hdamp — HT/2
Table 1. Summary of the MC sample set-ups used for modelling the signal processes (tt +  ttV  +  
t tH ) for the data analysis and for comparisons with the measured cross-sections and differential 
distributions. All samples used the NNPDF3.0NLO PDF set with the exception of the two Sherpa 
samples, which used NNPDF3.0NNLO. The different blocks indicate from top to bottom the samples 
used as nominal MC (nom.), systematic variations (syst.) and for comparison only (comp.). For 
details see section 3.
boson mass was set to  125 GeV and all possible Higgs decay modes were allowed, with 
the branching fractions calculated w ith H D E C A Y  [36, 37]. The ttW  and t tZ  samples are 
normalised to  cross-sections calculated to  NLO in a s w ith M aDGraph5_aM C@ NLO. The 
t tH  sample is normalised to  a cross-section calculated to  NLO accuracy in QCD, including 
NLO electroweak corrections [36].
Alternative t t  samples were generated to  assess the uncertainties due to  a particular 
choice of QCD MC model for the production of the additional b-jets and to  compare with 
unfolded data, as listed in table 1. In order to  investigate the effects of initial- and final-state 
radiation, two samples were generated using P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 w ith the renorm alisation 
and factorisation scales varied by a factor of 2 (0.5) and using low-radiation (high-radiation) 
variations of the A14 tune and an hdamp value of 1.5mt (3.0mt), corresponding to  less (more) 
parton shower radiation [33]. These samples are called P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 (RadLo) and 
P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 (RadHi) in the following. To estim ate the effect of the choice of 
parton shower and hadronisation algorithms, a MC sample was generated by interfacing 
P o w h e g  with H e rw ig  7 [38, 39] (v7.01) using the H7UE set of tuned param eters [39].
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In order to  estim ate the effects of QCD scales, and m atching and merging algorithms 
used in the NLO t t  m atrix  element calculation and the parton shower to  predict additional 
b-jets, events were generated w ith the S h e rp a  2.2.1 generator [40], which models the zero 
and one additional-parton process a t NLO accuracy and up to  four additional partons at 
LO accuracy, using the M eP s@ N lo  prescription [41]. Additional b-quarks were treated  
as massless and the N N P D F 3 .0N N L O  PD F set was used. The calculation uses its own 
parton shower tune. This sample is referred to  as S h e rp a  2.2 tt.
In addition to  the t t  samples described above, a t t  sample was generated using 
the MAdGRAPH5_aMC@NLO [34] (v2.3.3) generator, interfaced to  P y t h i a  8.210 and 
is referred to  as MAdGRAPH^aMC@NLO+PYTHiA 8 hereafter. As w ith the nominal 
P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 t t  sample, the N N P D F 3 .0N L O  P D F set was used in the m atrix  
element calculation and the N N P D F 2 .3 L O  P D F set was used in the parton shower. This 
sample is used to  calculate the fraction of t t  + V /H  events in t t  events and to  compare 
w ith the data. The A14 set of tuned param eters was used for P y th ia .
The t t  samples are normalised to  a cross-section of att =  832+^ pb as calculated with 
the T op+ + 2.0  program  to  next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in perturbative QCD, 
including soft-gluon resum m ation to  next-to-next-to-leading-log (NNLL) order (see ref. [42] 
and references therein), and assuming m t =  172.5 GeV. The uncertainty in the theoretical 
cross-section comes from independent variations of the factorisation and renorm alisation 
scales and variations in the PD F and a s , following the P D F 4 L H C  prescription with the 
M STW  2008 NNLO, CT10 NNLO and NNPDF2.3 5f FFN  P D F sets (see ref. [43] and 
references therein, and refs. [44- 46]).
Four more predictions were calculated only for comparisons w ith d a ta  and are all based 
on ttt btb m atrix  element calculations. These predictions all use the same renorm alisation and 
factorisation scale definitions as the study presented in ref. [36]. The renorm alisation scale, 
ß R, is set to  ß R =  ]Qi=t t b b E t /4 , where E Ti refers to  the transverse energy of the parton i 
in the partonic final state, and the factorisation scale, ß F, is set to  H T /2  which is defined as
ßF =  H t /2  =  2  ^  E t  ,i , 
i=t , ï , b, b , j
where j  refers to  the additional QCD -radiated partons at NLO.
Three of the four predictions are based on the P o w h e g  m ethod, and use the P y t h i a  8 
parton shower w ith the same parton shower tune and the same m atching settings as the 
nominal P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 sample, w ith the exception of the hdamp param eter, which 
is set to  the same value as the factorisation scale, i.e. H t /2 .  In the ttbb m atrix  element 
calculations with massive b-quarks, the b-quark mass is set to  m b =  4.75 GeV. The set-up 
of the four dedicated samples are described below.
A sample of ttbb events was generated using SHERPA+OPEnLoops [2]. The ttbb m atrix  
elements were calculated w ith massive b-quarks a t NLO, using the Com ix [47] and OPEn- 
L o o p s [48] m atrix  element generators, and merged with the S h e rp a  parton shower, tuned 
by the authors [49]. The four-flavour NNLO NNPDF3.0 P D F  set was used. The resum m a­
tion scale, ßQ, was set to  the same value as ß F. This sample is referred to  as S h e rp a  2.2 ttbb 
(4FS). A sample of ttbb events was generated using the P o w H e l  generator [3], where the
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m atrix  elements were calculated at NLO assuming massless b-quarks and using the five- 
flavour NLO NNPDF3.0 P D F  set. Events were required to  have the invariant mass, mbb, 
of the bb system to  be larger th an  9.5 GeV and the pT of the b-quark larger th an  4.75 GeV 
as described in ref. [36]. These events were m atched to  the P y t h i a  8 parton shower using 
the P ow hE g  m ethod. This sample is referred to  as P o w H E L + P y tm a  8 tibb (5FS).
A sample of tibb events using the P o w H el generator where the m atrix  elements were 
calculated at NLO with massive b-quarks and using the four-flavour NLO NNPDF3.0 PD F 
set [4]. Events were m atched to  the P y t h i a  8 parton shower using the P o w h E g  method. 
This sample is referred to  as P o w H e L + P y th ia  8 tibb (4FS).
A sample of tibb events using the P ow hE g  generator where tibb m atrix  elements were 
calculated at NLO with massive b-quarks and using the four-flavour NLO NNPDF3.0 PD F 
set [5]. Events were m atched to  the P y t h i a  8 parton shower using the P o w h E g  method. 
This sample is referred to  as P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 tibb (4FS) to  distinguish it from the 
nominal P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 sample mentioned above.
For all samples involving top quarks, m t was set to  172.5 GeV and the E v tG e n  
v1.2.0 program  [50] was used for properties of the bottom  and charm  hadron decays except 
for the S h e rp a  samples. To preserve the spin correlation information, top quarks were 
decayed following the m ethod of ref. [51] which is implemented in P o w h E g -B o x  and by 
M ad S p in  [52] in the M aD G R aPh5_aM C @ N L O +PythIa 8 samples. S h e rp a  performs its 
own calculation for spin correlation. B oth of the P o w H e L + P y th ia  8 tibb samples used 
P y t h i a  to  decay the top quarks, w ith a top-quark decay w idth of 1.33 GeV, and hence 
these predictions do not include t i  spin correlations.
The production of single top-quarks in the tW - and s-channels was simulated using 
the P o w h e g -B o x  (v2, r2819) NLO generator with the CT10 PD F set in the m atrix  
element calculations. Electroweak t-channel single-top-quark events were generated using 
the P o w h e g -B o x  (v1, r2556) generator. This generator uses the four-flavour scheme for 
the NLO m atrix  elements calculation together w ith the fixed four-flavour P D F  set CT10f4. 
For all top processes, top-quark spin correlations are preserved (in the case of the t-channel, 
top  quarks were decayed using M adS p in ). The interference between t i  and tW  production 
is accounted for using the diagram-removal scheme [53]. The parton shower, fragm entation, 
and the underlying event were simulated using P y t h i a  6.428 [54] w ith the CTEQ6L1 PD F 
sets and the Perugia 2012 tune (P2012) [55, 56]. The single-top MC samples for the t- and 
s-channels are normalised to  cross-sections from NLO predictions [57, 58], while the tW  - 
channel MC sample is normalised to  approxim ate NNLO [59].
Events containing W  or Z  bosons w ith associated jets were sim ulated using the 
S h e rp a  2.2.1 generator. M atrix elements were calculated for up to  two partons a t NLO 
and up to  four partons a t leading order (LO) using the Com ix and O p en L o o p s  m atrix  
element generators and merged with the S h e rp a  parton shower using the M eP s@Nlo 
prescription. The NNPDF3.0NNLO PD F set was used in conjunction w ith parton shower 
tuning developed by the S h e rp a  authors. The W /Z  + je ts  events are normalised to  NNLO 
cross-sections, com puted using F e w z  [60] with the M STW  2008 NNLO P D F set.
Diboson processes were simulated using the S h e rp a  2.1.1 generator. M atrix elements 
were calculated using the C om ix and O p en L o o p s  m atrix  element generators and merged
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with the S h e rp a  parton shower using the M eP s@ N lo  prescription. In the case of both 
bosons decaying leptonically, m atrix  elements contain all diagram s with four electroweak 
vertices and were calculated for up to  one (four charged leptons or two charged leptons and 
two neutrinos) or zero partons (three charged leptons and one neutrino) a t NLO, and up 
to  three partons a t LO. In the cases where one of the bosons decays hadronically and the 
o ther leptonically, m atrix  elements were calculated w ith up to  one (Z Z ) or zero (W W , W Z ) 
additional partons a t NLO and up to  three additional partons a t LO. The CT10 PD F set 
was used in conjunction w ith parton shower tuning developed by the S h e rp a  authors. In all 
MC simulation samples, the effect of m ultiple pp interactions per bunch crossing (pile-up) 
was modelled by adding m ultiple minimum-bias events simulated w ith P y t h i a  8.186 [29], 
the A2 set of tuned param eters [61] and the MSTW2008LO set of PD Fs [62]. The MC 
sim ulation samples are re-weighted to  reproduce the d istribution of the mean num ber of 
interactions per bunch crossing observed in the data.
4 O b jec t r ec o n stru c tio n  and  id en tifica tio n
4.1 D etector-level object reconstruction
A description of the main reconstruction and identification criteria applied for electrons, 
muons, jets and b-jets is given below.
Electrons are reconstructed [63] by m atching ID tracks to  clusters in the electrom ag­
netic calorimeter. Electrons m ust satisfy the tight identification criterion, based on a 
likelihood discrim inant combining observables related to  the shower shape in the calorime­
ter and to  the track m atching the electrom agnetic cluster, and are required to  be isolated 
in both  the ID and the EM calorim eter using the px-dependent isolation working point. 
Electrons are required to  have pT > 25 GeV and |nciuster| <  2.47. Electrons th a t fall in the 
transition  region between the barrel and endcap calorimeters (1.37 <  |ncluster| <  1.52) are 
poorly m easured and are therefore not considered in this analysis.
Muon candidates are reconstructed [64] by m atching ID tracks to  tracks in the muon 
spectrom eter. Track reconstruction is performed independently in the ID and MS before a 
combined track is formed with a global re-fit to  hits in the ID and MS. Muon candidates 
are required to  have pT > 25 GeV and |n| <  2.5, must satisfy the medium  identification 
criteria and are required to  be isolated using the pT-dependent isolation working point.
Electron and muon tracks are required to  be associated w ith the prim ary vertex. This 
association requires the electron (muon) track to  have |d o |/^do <  5 (3) and |A z0 sind| <
0.5 mm, where d0 and z0 are the transverse and longitudinal im pact param eters of the 
electron (muon) track, respectively, ado is the uncertainty in the m easurem ent of d0, and 
d is the angle of the track relative to  the axis parallel to  the beamline.
Reconstruction, identification and isolation efficiencies of electrons (muons) are cor­
rected in sim ulation to  m atch those observed in d a ta  using Z  ^  e+e- (ß + ß - ) events, and 
the position and w idth of the observed Z  boson peak is used to  calibrate the electron 
(muon) energy (momentum) scale and resolution.
The anti-kt algorithm  [65] w ith a radius param eter of R  =  0.4 is used to  reconstruct jets 
w ith a four-mom entum  recom bination scheme, using energy deposits in topological clusters
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in the calorim eter as inputs [66]. Jets are calibrated using a series of simulation-based 
corrections and in situ  techniques [67]. Calibrated jets are required to  have pT >  25 GeV 
and |n| <  2.5 so th a t d a ta  from the ID is available for determ ining whether they contain 
b-hadrons. Jets w ith pT <  60 GeV and |n| <  2.4 are required to  be identified as originating 
from the prim ary vertex using a jet-vertex tagger (JV T) algorithm  [68].
Jets containing b-hadrons are identified exploiting the lifetimes of b-hadrons and their 
masses. A m ultivariate algorithm , MV2c10, th a t combines track and secondary-vertex 
information is used to  distinguish b-jets from other jets [69]. Four working points are 
defined by different b-tagging discrim inant ou tpu t thresholds corresponding to  efficiencies 
of 85%, 77%, 70% and 60% in sim ulated t i  events for b-jets w ith pT >  20 GeV and rejection 
factors ranging from 3-35 for c-jets and 30-1500 for light-flavour jets [19, 69].
After selecting electrons, muons and jets as defined above, several criteria are applied 
to  ensure th a t objects do not overlap. If a selected electron and muon share a track then 
the electron is rejected. If an electron is w ithin A R  =  0.2 of one or more jets then  the 
closest je t to  the electron is removed. If there are remaining jets w ithin A R  =  0.4 of an 
electron then  the electron is removed. W hen a je t is w ithin A R  =  0.4 of a muon, it is 
removed if it has fewer th an  three tracks, otherwise the muon is removed.
4.2 P article-level object definitions
Particle-level objects are selected in sim ulated events using definitions th a t closely m atch 
the detector-level objects defined in section 4.1. Particle-level objects are defined using 
stable particles having a proper lifetime greater th an  30 ps.
This analysis considers electrons and muons th a t do not come from hadron decays 
for the fiducial definition.2 In order to  take into account final-state photon radiation, the 
four-mom entum  of each lepton is modified by adding to  it the four-mom enta of all photons, 
not originating from a hadron, th a t are located w ithin a A R  =  0.1 cone around the lepton. 
Electrons and muons are required to  have pT >  25 GeV and |n| <  2.5.
Jets are clustered using the anti-kt algorithm  with a radius param eter of 0.4. All stable 
particles are included except those identified as electrons and muons, and the photons added 
to  them , using the definition above and neutrinos not from hadron decays. These jets do 
not include particles from pile-up events bu t do include those from the underlying event. 
The decay products of hadronically decaying t -leptons are therefore included. Jets are 
required to  have pT >  25 GeV and |n| <  2.5.
Jets are identified as b-jets by requiring th a t a t least one b-hadron with pT >  5 GeV
is m atched to  the je t by ghost association [70]. Here, the ghost-association procedure
includes b-hadrons in the je t clustering after scaling their pT to  a negligible value. A
similar procedure is followed to  define c-jets, w ith the b-jet definition taking precedence,
i.e. a je t containing one b-hadron and one c-hadron is defined as a b-jet. Jets th a t do not 
contain either a b-hadron or a c-hadron are considered to  be light-flavour jets.
2Electrons and muons from t  decays are thus included.
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Electrons and muons th a t meet the selection criteria defined above are required to  be 
separated from selected jets by A R (lepton , jet) > 0 .4. This ensures com patibility w ith the 
detector-level selection defined in section 4.1.
5 E v en t se le c tio n  an d  d efin itio n  o f  th e  fid u cia l p h a se  sp ace
5.1 D ata  event selection
The da ta  analysed were collected by the ATLAS detector in 2015 and 2016 during stable 
pp collisions a t yfs =  13 TeV while all components of the ATLAS detector were fully 
operational. The to ta l integrated luminosity recorded in this period is 36.1 fb- 1 .
In order to  ensure events originate from pp collisions, events are required to  have at 
least one prim ary vertex with a t least two tracks. The prim ary vertex is defined as the 
vertex with the highest ^ pT of tracks assigned to  it.
Single-electron or single-muon triggers are used to  select the events. They require a px 
of at least 20 (26) GeV for muons and 24 (26) GeV for electrons for the 2015 (2016) data  
set and also include requirem ents on the lepton quality and isolation. These triggers are 
complemented by others w ith higher px requirem ents bu t loosened isolation requirements 
to  ensure maximum efficiencies at higher lepton px.
In the eß  channel, events are required to  have exactly one electron and one muon of 
px >  27 GeV and with opposite electric charge. At least one of the two leptons must be 
m atched in flavour and angle to  a trigger object. In the lepton +  jets channel, exactly one 
selected lepton of px >  27 GeV is required and m ust be m atched to  the trigger object th a t 
triggered the event.
In the eß  channel, at least two jets are required and at least two of these m ust be 
b-tagged at the 77% efficiency b-tagging working point for the baseline selection. The 
m easurem ent of the fiducial cross-section with one (two) additional b-jets requires a t least 
three (at least four) jets  to  be b-tagged. For the m easurem ent of the b-jet m ultiplicity 
distribution, a t least two jets are required and at least two of them  must be b-tagged. All 
o ther differential cross-section m easurem ents in the eß  channel require a t least three jets 
and at least three of these m ust be b-tagged.
In the lepton +  jets channel, a t least five jets are required and at least two of these must 
be b-tagged for the baseline selection. For the measurement of the fiducial cross-section 
w ith one (two) additional b-jets, five (six) jets are required, of which at least three (at 
least four) m ust be b-tagged. For the m easurem ent of the differential cross-sections, at 
least six jets, a t least four of which are b-tagged, are required. In this channel, b-jets are 
identified using the tighter 60% efficiency b-tagging working point to  be tter suppress c-jets 
from W -  ^  t s  or W  + ^  cs decays.
5.2 Fiducial phase-space definition
The phase space in which the fiducial cross-section is measured is defined using particle- 
level objects with kinem atic requirem ents similar to  those placed on reconstructed objects 
in the event selection. The definitions of the fiducial phase spaces used for the cross­
sections measurem ents are given below. The d a ta  are corrected to  particle level using
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slightly different definitions of the fiducial phase space depending on the top-pair decay 
channel and on the observable.
In the channel, fiducial cross-sections are determ ined by requiring exactly one elec­
tron  and one muon with opposite-sign charge at particle level and at least three (at least 
four) b-jet(s) for the fiducial cross-section w ith one (two) additional b-jets. The normalised 
differential cross-sections are m easured in the fiducial volume containing the leptons and 
at least two b-jets for the d istribution differential in num ber of b-jets and at least three 
b-jets for all o ther differential measurements.
In the lepton +  jets channel, the fiducial phase space for the measurement of the 
integrated cross-section w ith one (two) additional b-jet(s) is defined as containing exactly 
one particle-level electron or muon and five (six) jets, at least three (four) of which are 
b-jets. Differential cross-sections are measured in a fiducial volume containing at least six 
jets and where at least four of them  are required to  be b-jets.
6 B a ck grou n d  e s tim a tio n
The baseline selection w ith at least two b-tagged jets results in a sample w ith only small 
backgrounds from processes other than  t t  production. As m entioned before, events with 
additional b-jets produced in tiV  or t t f f  production are trea ted  as signal. The estim ation 
of t t  production in association w ith additional light-flavour jets or c-jets is described in 
section 7.1 and is performed sim ultaneously w ith the extraction of fiducial cross-sections.
The rem aining background events are classified into two types: those w ith prom pt 
leptons from single top, W  or Z  decays (including those produced via leptonic t decays), 
which are discussed in section 6.1, and those where a t least one of the reconstructed lepton 
candidates is non-prom pt or “fake” (NP & fake lep.), i.e. a non-prom pt lepton from the 
decay of a b- or c-hadron, an electron from a photon conversion, hadronic je t activity 
misidentified as an electron, or a muon produced from an in-flight decay of a pion or 
kaon. This is estim ated using a combined data-driven and simulation-based approach in 
the e^ channel, and a data-driven approach in the lepton +  jets channel, both  of which are 
described in section 6.2.
6.1 Background from single-top , Z / 7 * +  jets  and W  + j e t s  events
The background from single top-quark production is estim ated from the MC simulation 
predictions in both  the e^ and lepton +  jets channels. This background contributes 3% 
of the event yields in both  channels, w ith slightly smaller contributions in the four b-jets 
selections.
In the e^ channel, a very small num ber of events from Drell-Yan production and 
Z / y* ( ^  t t )+ je ts  fulfil the selection criteria. This background is estim ated from MC 
sim ulation scaled to  the d a ta  with separate scale factors for the two-b-tagged jets and three- 
b-tagged jets cases. The scale factors are derived from d a ta  events th a t have a reconstructed 
mass of the dilepton system corresponding to  the Z  boson mass and th a t fulfil the standard 
selection except th a t the lepton flavour is ee or ^ .  The fraction of background events from 
Z / y* ( ^  t t )+ je ts  is below two per mill for all b-tagged je t multiplicities. A small number
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of Z /Y *+jets events, where the Z / y * is decaying into any lepton flavour pair, can enter in 
the lepton +  jets channel and is estim ated from MC simulation.
In the lepton +  jets channel, a small background from W +  jets remains after the event 
selection; however, this contribution is below 2% in events th a t have at least three b-tagged 
jets. This background is estim ated directly from MC simulation.
6.2 Background from non-prom pt and fake leptons
In the eß  channel, the norm alisation of this background is estim ated from d a ta  using events 
in which the electron and muon have the same-sign electric charge. The m ethod is described 
in ref. [71]. Known sources of same-sign prom pt leptons are subtracted from the d a ta  and 
the non-prom pt and fake background is extracted by scaling the rem aining da ta  events by 
a transfer factor determ ined from MC simulation. This transfer factor is defined as the 
ratio  of predicted opposite-sign to  predicted same-sign non-prom pt and fake leptons.
In the lepton +  jets channel, the background from non-prom pt and fake leptons is 
estim ated using the m atrix method  [72]. A sample enriched in non-prom pt and fake leptons 
is obtained by removing the isolation and im pact param eter requirem ents on the lepton 
selections defined in section 4. The efficiency for these leptons, hereafter referred to  as loose 
leptons, to  meet the identification criteria defined in section 4.1 is then  m easured separately 
for prom pt and fake leptons.3 For both  electrons and muons the efficiency for a prom pt 
loose lepton to  pass the identification criteria defined in section 4.1 is m easured using a 
sample of Z  boson decays. The efficiency for fake loose leptons to  pass the identification 
criteria is measured using events th a t have low missing transverse momentum  for electrons 
and high lepton im pact-param eter significance for muons. These efficiencies allow the 
num ber of fake leptons selected in the signal region to  be estim ated.
3Here fake leptons also include non-prompt leptons.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the data distributions with predictions for the number of b-tagged jets, 
in events with at least 2 b-tagged jets, in the (a) ep and (b) lepton+jets channels. The systematic 
uncertainty band, shown in grey, includes all uncertainties from experimental sources.
Figure 3. Comparison of the data distributions with predictions for the leading b-tagged jet pT, 
in events with at least 3 b-tagged jets, in the (a) ep and (b) lepton+jets channels. The systematic 
uncertainty band, shown in grey, includes all uncertainties from experimental sources. Events that 
fall outside of the range of the x-axis are not included in the plot.
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Process 2b >  3b >  4b
Signal (tt +  t tH  +  t tV ) 74 400 ±  2 900 3 200 ± 310 210 ± 29
tt 74 200 ±  2 900 3 100 ± 310 190 ± 29
t tH 45.3 ± 6.6 36.5 ± 7.0 9.4 ± 3.3
t tV 190 ± 16 33.5 ± 6.7 4.4 ± 2.2
Background 3150 ± 810 140 ± 53 9.2 ± 5.6
Single top 2 460 ± 540 96 ± 32 4.1 ± 2.5
NP and fake lep. 600 ± 600 43 ± 43 5.1 ± 5.1
Z / y * + je ts 53 ± 13 1.3 ± 0.3 0.07 ± 0.02
Diboson 38 ± 20 1.0 ± 1.1 < 0.01
Expected
Observed
77 600
76 425
±  3 000 3320 
3 809
± 320 216
267
±  30
Table 2. Predicted and observed ep, channel event yields in 2b, > 3b and > 4b selections. The 
quoted errors are symmetrised and indicate total statistical and systematic uncertainties in predic­
tions due to experimental sources.
Process > 5 j, > 2b > 5 j, > 3b > 5j, = 3b > 6 j, > 4b
Signal
(tt +  ttH  +  ttV  ) 429000 ±  42000 23700 ±  2 200 22 300 ±  2100 1 130 ±  110
t i 426000 ±  42000 23000 ±  2 200 21 700 ±  2100 1 030 ±  110
ttH 1250 ± 58 437 ± 23 351 ± 18 68.3 ± 5.8
ttV 2020 ± 110 250 ± 16 215 ± 14 28.3 ± 2.8
Background 39 500 ± 7900 2 230 ± 470 2110 ± 450 87 ± 23
Single top 16400± 2000 856 ± 99 803 ± 94 35.7 ± 6.5
NP and fake lep. 11000 ± 5 500 740 ± 380 710 ± 360 32 ± 21
W  +jets 8 600 ± 5300 440 ± 270 410 ± 260 11.0 ± 6.9
Z / y * +jets 2 960 ± 480 164 ± 26 155 ± 26 5.9 ± 1.5
Diboson 529 ± 80 34.0 ± 5.6 32.0 ± 5.5 1.79 ± 0.58
Expected 469000 ±  42000 26000 ±  2 300 24 400 ±  2 200 1 220 ±  110
Observed 469 793 28167 26 389 1316
Table 3. Predicted and observed lepton +  jets event yields in the > 5j > 2b, > 5j > 3b, > 5j =  3b, 
and > 6j > 4b selections. The quoted uncertainties are symmetrised and indicate total statistical 
and systematic uncertainties in predictions due to experimental sources.
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6.3 D ata  and prediction com parison o f baseline selection
The overall num ber of events fulfilling the baseline selection is well described by the pre­
diction in both  channels, as seen in tables 2 and 3 and figure 2, where b and j  denote 
a b-jet and a je t of any flavour, respectively. However, the num ber of events with more 
th an  two b-tagged jets is slightly underestim ated, as shown in figures 2 and 3. Therefore, 
data-driven scale factors are derived to  correct the predictions of additional c-jets or light 
jets  in the t t  MC simulation, as described in the next section.
7 E x tr a c tio n  o f  th e  fid u cia l c ro ss-sec tio n s
Fiducial cross-sections in the phase spaces defined in section 5.2 for the different observables 
are extracted from detector-level distributions obtained after the event selections described 
in section 5.1 and subtracting the num ber of background events produced by the non-ti 
processes described in section 6. After the subtraction of non-ti background, the da ta  
suffer from backgrounds from t t  events w ith additional light-flavour jets (til) or c-jets (tic) 
th a t are misidentified as b-jets by the b-tagging algorithm. The correction factors for these 
backgrounds are m easured in data, as presented in section 7.1. The d a ta  are then unfolded 
using the corrected MC sim ulation as described in section 7.2.
7.1 D ata-driven correction factors for flavour com position  o f additional jets  
in i i  events
The m easurem ent of t t  +  b-jets production is dependent on the determ ination of the back­
ground from other t t  processes. For example, according to  sim ulation studies in the eß 
channel, only about 50% of the events selected at detector level with a t least three b-tagged 
jets a t the 77% efficiency working point and within the fiducial phase space of the analysis, 
also have at least three b-jets at particle level. The other events contain at least one c-jet 
or light-flavour je t which is misidentified as a b-jet. The cross-section of t i  w ith additional 
je t production has been m easured with 10% (16%) uncertainty for events w ith two (three) 
additional jets [73]. However, these m easurem ents did not determ ine the flavours of the 
additional jets. Due to  the lack of precise measurem ents of these processes, tem plate fits to  
d a ta  are performed to  extract the ttb  signal yields and estim ate the ttc  and til  backgrounds 
as described in the following. The tem plates are constructed from tt, t tH  and t tV  MC 
sim ulated samples, as the signal includes the contributions from t tV  and t tH .
The events in the eß  channel are selected w ithin an analysis region consisting of at 
least three b-tagged jets a t the 77% b-tagging working point as specified in section 5.1. This 
avoids extrapolation of the background shapes determ ined outside the selected region into 
the analysis region. The fit in the lepton +  jets channel is performed on a sample w ith at 
least five jets, a t least two of which are b-tagged with a b-tagging efficiency of 60%. W hile 
this means th a t the MC simulation is needed to  extrapolate the results of the fit into the 
signal regions, it allows the ttt l background to  be extracted in w hat is effectively a control 
region. The lepton +  jets channel suffers from an additional background due to  W  + ^  c i 
or corresponding W -  decays in the inclusive t i  process, where the c-jet is misidentified as
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Category e^ lepton +  jets
tt6 >3 6-jets >3 6-jets
tic <  3 6-jets and >  1 c-jet <  3 6-jets and >  2 c-jets
tti events th a t do not meet above criteria events th a t do not meet above criteria
Table 4. Event categorisation (for the definition of the MC templates) based on the particle-level 
selections of b-jets, c-jets and light-flavour jets.
a b-jet. In order to  separate this background from tt+ c-je ts  events, events containing only 
one particle-level c-jet are a ttribu ted  to  this background and grouped into a tti class, while 
those w ith two particle-level c-jets are placed into a tic  class, as summarised in table 4. 
In this sample, 85% of the events w ith exactly one particle-level c-jet are found to  contain 
W  ^  cs(cs) decays, according to  t i  MC simulation. Tem plates are created for events in 
the different categories described in table 4 using the 6-tagging discrim inant value of the 
je t w ith the third-highest 6-tagging discrim inant in the channel, and the two jets with 
the th ird- and fourth-highest b-tagging discrim inant values in the lepton +  jets channel. 
The discrim inant values are divided into five 6-tagging discrim inant bins such th a t each 
bin corresponds to  a certain range of 6-tagging efficiencies defined by the working points. 
The bins range from 1 to  5, corresponding to  efficiencies of 100%-85%, 85%-77%, 77%- 
70%, 70%-60%, and <  60% respectively. In the e^  channel, one-dimensional tem plates 
w ith three bins are formed corresponding to  6-tagging efficiencies between 77% and 0% for 
the je t w ith the th ird  highest 6-tagging discrim inant value. In the lepton +  jets channel, 
two-dimensional tem plates are created using the 6-tagging discrim inant values of the two 
jets w ith the third- and fourth-highest 6-tagging discrim inant values, corresponding to 
6-tagging efficiencies between 100% and 0% for the two jets.
In both  channels, one tem plate is created from the sum of all backgrounds described in 
section 6 and three tem plates are created from tt, ttV  and t tH  MC simulations, to  account 
for tt6, tic  and tti  events, as detailed in table 4 . These tem plates are then fitted to  the 
d a ta  using a binned maximum-likelihood fit, w ith a Poisson likelihood
r t ^   ̂ A e-Vk( a ( a) xk
L ( a |x i , . . .  ,Xn) =   ;--------- ,V Xk-
where x k is the num ber of events in bin k of the d a ta  tem plate and vk ( a ) is the expected 
num ber of events, and depends upon a num ber of free param eters, a .
In the e^ channel, two free param eters are used, such th a t the expected num ber of 
events in bin k is
vk(a b, a cl) =  a bNtfb +  a cl {N ttc +  N ttl)  +  N non-tf ,
where N ^ ,  Ntkc, N k  and Nkon_tj are the numbers of events in bin k of the tt6, tic, tii 
and non-tt background tem plates, respectively. The scale factors obtained from the fit are 
a b =  1.37 ±  0.06 and a cl =  1.05 ±  0.04, where the quoted uncertainties are statistical only.
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Figure 4. The 6-tagging distribution of the third-highest 6-tagging discriminant-ranked jet for the 
(a) eß channel, and of the third and fourth 6-tagging discriminant-ranked jet for the (b) lepton+jets 
channel. For clarity, the two-dimensional lepton +  jets templates have been flattened into one 
dimension. The ratios of total predictions before and after the fit to the data are shown in the 
lower panel. The vertical bar in each ratio represents only the statistical uncertainty, and the grey 
bands represent the total error including systematic uncertainties from experimental sources. The 
extracted scale factors a b, a c, a l, acl are given considering only statistical uncertainties.
Figure 4a shows the distributions of the tem plates before and after scaling the tem plates 
by these scale factors.
In the lepton +  jets channel, three free param eters, a b, a c and a l , are used in the 
maximum-likelihood fit, such th a t the expected num ber of events in bin k  is
vk (a b, a c, a l) =  a bN ttb +  a cN ttc +  a lN ttl +  N non-tf . (7^ )
The best-fit values of the free param eters are a b =  1.11 ±  0.02, a c =  1.59 ±  0.06 and 
a l =  0.962 ±  0.003 where the quoted uncertainties are statistical only. Including system atic 
uncertainties, the values of a b extracted in the eß  and lepton +  jets channels are found 
to  be com patible a t a level be tte r th an  1.5 standard  deviations. Some of the dom inant 
common system atic uncertainties have small correlations between the two channels, while 
the uncertainty in a b due to  the modelling of the ttc  tem plate in the eß channel, as discussed 
in section 8.3 is uncorrelated between the two channels. Taking only this uncertainty as 
uncorrelated, the values of a b extracted  from the two channels are found be compatible 
at a level be tter th an  1.7 standard  deviations. Figure 4b shows the d istribution of the 6- 
tagging discrim inant before and after the fit. For clarity, the two-dimensional lep to n + je ts  
tem plates are flattened into a single dimension. Figures 5 and 6 show the comparison of 
d a ta  and predictions for the 6-tagged je t m ultiplicity and the leading 6-tagged je t pT in 
the eß and lepton +  jets channels after the ttb  signal, and the ttc  and ttl  backgrounds, are
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Figure 5. Comparison of the data distributions with predictions, after applying scale factors, 
for the number of b-tagged jets, in events with at least 2 b-tagged jets, in the (a) ep and (b) 
lepton +  jets channels. The systematic uncertainty band, shown in grey, includes all uncertainties 
from experimental sources.
Figure 6. Comparison of the data distributions with predictions for the leading b-tagged jet pT, 
after applying scale factors, in events with at least 3 b-tagged jets, in the (a) ep and (b) lepton +  
jets channels. The systematic uncertainty band, shown in grey, includes all uncertainties from 
experimental sources. Events that fall outside of the range of the x-axis are not included in the plot.
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scaled by the extracted scale factors. The d a ta  are described much better by the prediction 
after the scaling is applied.
7.2 U nfolding
The measured distributions a t detector level are unfolded to  the particle level. The unfold­
ing procedure corrects for resolution effects and for detector efficiencies and acceptances. 
F irst, the num ber of non-tt background events in bin j  (N jon tt bkg), described in section 6, 
is subtracted from the d a ta  distribution at the detector level in bin j  (N jata). This re­
tains a m ixture of signal and tt-related  backgrounds, the la tte r coming from mis-tagged 
events as described in section 7.1. A series of corrections are then  applied, w ith all correc­
tions derived from sim ulated tt, t tH  and t tV  events. Following the subtraction of non-tt 
background, the d a ta  are first corrected for mis-tagged events by applying a correction
f j  =  abN ttb,reco
ttb =  a b N jtb +  Bj  ’b ttb, reco
where a b is defined in the previous section, Nj^breco is the num ber of detector-level ttb
events predicted by MC simulation, and Bj is the num ber of detector-level ttc  and ttl
events in bin j ,  after being scaled by the fit param eters, a cl or a c and ai, defined in the 
previous section. In the eß channel,
Bj  -  a cl (  N jt  +  N j  1 ,cl y tte,reco ttl,recoJ ’
and in the lepton +  jets channel,
Bj  -  a cN j  +  ai N j  ,c tttc, reco i ttti, reco
where N jt and N j  are the numbers of reconstructed ttc  and t tl  events in bin j,tic,reco tw,reco J ’
as predicted by MC simulation, respectively. Next, an acceptance correction, faccept, is
applied, which corrects for the fiducial acceptance and is defined as the probability of a ttt b 
event passing the detector-level selection in a given bin j  ( N t  reco) to  also fall w ithin the 
fiducial particle-level phase space (Nj^brecoA part). It is estim ated as
N  jj  tttb,recoA part
f accept N j *
tttb,reco
The detector-level objects are required to  be m atched within A R  — 0*4 to  the corresponding 
particle-level objects. This requirement leads to  a be tter correspondence between the 
particle and detector levels and improves the unfolding performance. The m atching factor
/matching is defined as
N  jj>j ttb,reco Apart A matched
f matching N j ,
tib,reco Apart
where N j b recoA partA matched is the subset of reconstructed events falling in the particle-level 
fiducial volume which are m atched to  the corresponding particle-level objects.
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The remaining part of the unfolding procedure consists of effectively inverting the 
m igration m atrix  M  to  correct for the resolution effects and subsequently correcting for 
detector inefficiencies. An iterative Bayesian unfolding technique [74], as implemented in 
the R o o U n fo L d  software package [75], is used. The m atrix, M , represents the probability 
for a particle-level event in bin i to  be reconstructed in bin j .  The chosen binning is 
optimised for each distribution to  have a m igration m atrix  w ith a large fraction of events 
on the diagonal and a sufficient num ber of events in each bin. The Bayesian unfolding 
technique performs the effective m atrix  inversion, M - 1 , iteratively. Four iterations are 
used for all measured distributions.
Finally, the factor f eff corrects for the reconstruction efficiency and is defined as
Nni   ttb,part ArecoAmatched
f  eff N  i- 5üb, part
where Ntjb part is the num ber of ttb  events passing the particle-level selection in bin i and 
N t  partArecoAmatched is the num ber of ttb  events at particle level in bin i th a t also pass the 
detector-level selection, containing m atched objects.
The unfolding procedure for an observable X  a t particle level can be summarised by 
the following expression
d^fld N i 1 . , . . .
=  unfold =  ____ _____  A//-1 f j f j f j_ (N j — N j - )
d X  i C A X  i C A X  i f  i y J j  f matching f accept f ttb ( data non-tt-bkg) ’
feff j
where A X i is the bin width, N nfold is the num ber of events in bin i of the unfolded 
distribution and L is the integrated luminosity. In this paper, the integrated fiducial cross­
section a fid is obtained from
fid f  d^ fid , X  S  K nfold
^  A i x  d X  = — r ~
and is used as a norm alisation factor such th a t results are presented in term s of a relative 
differential cross-section as l / a fid ■ da fid/ d X i .
8 S y s te m a tic  u n cer ta in tie s
In this section, the statistical and system atic uncertainties considered in this analysis are 
described. Experim ental sources of uncertainty are described in section 8.1, sources of 
uncertainty due to  t t  modelling are described in section 8.2 and uncertainties due to  the 
treatm ent of the t t  (ttc  and ttl)  and non-tt background processes are described in sec­
tions 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. The m ethod used to  propagate the effects of system atics 
uncertainties to  the final results are described in section 8.5. The impact of these uncertain­
ties on the fiducial and differential cross-section measurem ents are discussed in section 9.
8.1 E xperim ental uncertainties
The uncertainty in the combined 2015+2016 integrated luminosity is 2.1%. It is derived, 
following a m ethodology similar to  th a t detailed in ref. [76], and using the LUCID-2 detector
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for the baseline luminosity m easurem ents [77], from a calibration of the luminosity scale 
using x - y  beam -separation scans.
The uncertainty in the pile-up reweighting of the reconstructed events in the MC sim­
ulation is estim ated by comparing the d istribution of the num ber of prim ary vertices in 
the MC sim ulation with the one in da ta  as a function of the instantaneous luminosity. 
Differences between these distributions are adjusted by scaling the mean num ber of pp in­
teractions per bunch crossing in the MC sim ulation and the ± 1 a  uncertainties are assigned 
to  these scaling factors. The pile-up weights are recalculated after varying the scale factors 
w ithin their uncertainties.
As discussed in section 4, scale factors to  correct differences seen in the lepton re­
construction, identification and trigger efficiency between the da ta  and MC simulation are 
derived using a tag-and-probe technique in Z  ^  e+e-  and Z  ^  p+ p-  events [63, 64, 78]. 
The electron (muon) momentum  scale and resolution are determ ined using the m easure­
ment of the position and width of the Z  boson peak in Z  ^  e+e- (p + p - ) events [63, 64, 78]. 
The lepton uncertainties considered in this analysis are considerably smaller th an  the jet 
and flavour-tagging uncertainties.
The JV T  is calibrated using Z  ( ^  pp)  +  je t events where the je t balances the pT of 
the Z  boson. Scale factors binned in je t pT are applied to  each event in order to  correct 
for small differences in the JV T  efficiency between the d a ta  and MC simulation. The scale 
factors are 0.963 ±  0.006 for jets w ith 20 <  pT <  30 GeV, getting closer to  one w ith smaller 
uncertainties as the je t pT increases. The uncertainty in the efficiency to  pass the JV T 
requirem ent is evaluated by varying the scale factors w ithin their uncertainties [79].
Jets are calibrated using a series of simulation-based corrections and in situ  tech­
niques [67]. The uncertainties due to  the je t energy scale (JES) are estim ated using a 
combination of simulations, test-beam  d a ta  and in situ  measurements. Contributions from 
the jet-flavour composition, p-intercalibration, leakage of the hadron showers beyond the 
extent of the hadronic calorim eters (punch-through), single-particle response, calorim eter 
response to  different je t flavours, and pile-up are taken into account, resulting in 21 orthog­
onal uncertainty components. The to ta l uncertainty due to  the JES is one of the dom inant 
uncertainties in this analysis.
The je t energy resolution (JER) is m easured using both  d a ta  and simulation. F irst, 
the “tru e” resolution is m easured by comparing the particle and reconstructed je t pT in 
MC sim ulation as a function of the je t pT and p. Second, an in situ  m easurem ent of the 
JE R  is made using the bisector m ethod in dijet events [80]. The resolution in d a ta  and MC 
sim ulation are compared and the energies of jets  in the MC simulation are smeared to  m atch 
the resolution observed in data . The uncertainties in the JE R  stem from uncertainties in 
both  the modelling and the data-driven method.
Differences in the b-tagging and c-jet m is-tag efficiencies between the d a ta  and MC 
sim ulation are corrected using scale factors derived from dilepton t t  events and lepton +  jets 
t t  events, respectively. A negative-tag m ethod is used to  calibrate mis-tagged light-flavour 
(u, d, s) jets [81]. The scale factors are measured for different b-tagging working points 
and as a function of je t kinematics, namely the je t pT for the b-tagging efficiency and c-jet 
m is-tag scale factors, and the je t pT and p for the light-flavour je t m is-tag scale factors.
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The c-jet and light-jet m is-tag scale factors are known to a precision of 6-22% [82] and 15­
75% [81], respectively. The associated flavour-tagging uncertainties, split into eigenvector 
components, are com puted by varying the scale factors w ithin their uncertainties. In to tal, 
there are 30 components related to  the 6-tagging efficiencies and 15 (80) components related 
to  the m is-tag rates of c-jets (light-flavour jets). Due to  the large num ber of 6-tagged jets 
in each event used in this analysis, the to ta l uncertainty due to  6-tagging is one of the 
dom inant uncertainties in this analysis.
8.2 M odelling system atic  uncertainties
Uncertainties due to  the choice of t t  MC generator are evaluated by unfolding alternative 
t t  samples, described in section 3 and presented in table 1, w ith the nominal unfolding set­
up. Uncertainties related to  the choice of m atrix  element generator (labelled “generator” 
uncertainty) are evaluated using the S h e rp a  2.2 t t  sample. This generator comes with 
its own parton shower and hadronisation model; hence these are included in the variation. 
Uncertainties due to  the choice of parton shower and hadronisation model are evaluated 
using the P o w h e g + H e rw ig  7 sample, in which only the parton shower and hadronisation 
model is varied relative to  the nominal P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 sample. Additionally, two 
MC samples are used to  evaluate an uncertainty in the modelling of initial- and final-state 
radiation, namely the RadHi and RadLo samples described in section 3.
The uncertainty due to  the choice of PD F is evaluated following the P D F 4 L H C  pre­
scription [83] using event weights th a t are available in the nominal P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 
sample. The uncertainty in the t tH  cross-section is evaluated by scaling the t tH  compo­
nent of the prediction by factors of zero and two, with the nominal values being taken from 
theoretical predictions. A factor of two is chosen as this is the current 95% confidence-level 
upper limit on the t tH  ^  66 signal strength  as measured by ATLAS [12].
The uncertainty in the t tV  cross-section is evaluated by varying the t tV  component of 
the prediction up and down by 30% to  cover the m easured uncertainty in this process [84].
8.3 U ncertainty  in ttc  and ttl background
Since the ttt c and ttt l backgrounds in the eß channel are determ ined within a single fit, 
the uncertainty in this result is determ ined by changing the sample composition. This is 
achieved by loosening the 6-tagging requirement on the je t w ith the third-highest 6-tagging 
discrim inant value, such th a t it is tagged at the 85% 6-tagging efficiency working point 
or not required to  be 6-tagged at all. This results in the tem plates having more bins and 
allows the likelihood to  be modified such th a t three free param eters are used in the fit. 
The num ber of expected events is then given by eq. (7.1) . W ith  these looser selections 
the values of a c vary by about 40% and this is used as a system atic uncertainty in the ttc  
tem plate. The validity of this uncertainty is checked by investigating the variations in the 
values of the ttt c scale factors after fitting to  pseudo-data from alternative MC samples and 
it is found to  cover the uncertainties in the tic  tem plate modelling. The values of ai remain 
consistent w ithin the statistical uncertainty in fits w ith looser selections. After propagating 
the uncertainty in the ttt c tem plate through the nominal fit set-up, by varying the input ttt c 
tem plate by ±40% before performing the fit, the value of a b is found to  change by ±11%,
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while the value of a cl changes by ±7% . W hen evaluating system atic uncertainties related 
to  the choice of t i  model in the eß channel, double counting of these uncertainties with 
uncertainties associated w ith the difference of ti6, tic  and til fractions in the alternative 
MC samples is avoided by repeating the flavour-composition fits for each system atic model.
In the le p to n + je ts  channel uncertainties in the flavour composition are taken directly 
from the samples used to  evaluate system atic uncertainties in the modelling, as described 
in section 8.2.
8.4 U ncertainty  in non -ti background estim ation
The uncertainty in the single-top background is evaluated by comparing the nominal single­
top  tW  sample (with overlap w ith t i  removed via the diagram-removal scheme) w ith an 
alternative sample generated using the diagram -subtraction scheme [53]. Potential effects of 
QCD radiation on the single-top background are estim ated using MC simulation predictions 
where the renorm alisation and factorisation scales were varied by factors of 0.5 and 2. The 
uncertainty in the inclusive single-top cross-section [59] is taken to  be +5%.
The uncertainty a ttribu ted  to  the W +  jets background norm alisation is evaluated by 
varying the renorm alisation and factorisation scales in the MC sim ulation prediction by a 
factor of two up and down. Furtherm ore, the uncertainty due to  PD Fs is estim ated by using 
a set of 100 different P D F  eigenvectors recommended in ref. [83]. An additional uncertainty 
of 30% is assumed for the norm alisation of the W +heavy-flavour jets cross-section, based 
on MC sim ulation comparisons performed in the context of ref. [12].
The uncertainty in the non-prom pt or fake lepton background is obtained by varying 
the estim ate of this background by a factor of ±50% (±100%) in the lepton +  jets (eß) 
channel. No shape uncertainty is applied, as this background is small in both channels.
The uncertainty in the Drell-Yan background norm alisation is evaluated by varying 
the estim ate of this background by ±25%. It accounts for the impact of the reconstructed- 
mass resolution of the Z  boson in the Z  ^  ee and Z  ^  ß ß  events, for the background 
contribution of the t i  events in the Z  +  jets selection, and for differences in the scale factors 
obtained from each of the individual Z  ^  ee and Z  ^  ß ß  decay channels relative to  the 
nominal scale factor obtained from the combined Z  ^  ee and Z  ^  ß ß  sample.
8.5 P ropagation  o f uncertainties
Pseudo-experim ents based on 10 000 histogram  replicas are performed to  evaluate sta tis­
tical uncertainties for each distribution considered. Each entry for every event is given 
a random  weight draw n from a Poisson distribution w ith a mean of one. Each of these 
histogram s is then  unfolded using the unfolding procedure described in section 7.2. The 
standard  deviation of each bin across all unfolded histogram  replicas is then  taken as the 
statistical uncertainty in th a t bin. This procedure is similar to  simply obtaining pseudo­
experiments by directly Poisson-fluctuating the m easured d a ta  distributions, bu t has the 
added advantage th a t correlations between bins of different distributions are conserved.
This procedure is extended to  include all experim ental system atic uncertainties. For 
each system atic uncertainty effect considered, the relative variation due to  th a t uncertainty 
is obtained at the detector level, using the nominal MC sample. R ather than  unfolding
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each shifted histogram  individually, each Poisson-fluctuated d a ta  d istribution is smeared 
by all experim ental system atic uncertainties simultaneously. For each pseudo-experiment, 
and for each uncertainty considered, the size of the shift applied is obtained random ly from 
a Gaussian distribution w ith a mean of zero and w idth equal to  the relative shift a t detector 
level in each bin due to  th a t uncertainty, producing a new detector-level distribution. The 
same procedure th a t is followed for the statistical uncertainty alone is then followed to  get 
the sum of the statistical and experim ental system atic uncertainty. W hen evaluating the 
system atic uncertainties in this way, the data-driven correction factors are not extracted for 
each individual pseudo-experiment and instead the values obtained in section 7.1 are used.
In the case of ttt modelling system atic uncertainties, detector-level distributions from 
alternative MC samples are unfolded using the unfolding procedure described in section 7.2, 
w ith the unfolding corrections derived from the nominal P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 sample. The 
unfolded distributions are compared w ith the particle-level d istribution from the alternative 
sample and the relative difference in each bin is taken as the system atic uncertainty.
9 In c lu s iv e  and  d ifferen tia l fid u cia l cro ss -sec tio n  resu lts
The unfolded results are presented in this section as inclusive fiducial cross-sections and as 
normalised differential fiducial cross-sections as a function of the b-jet multiplicity, global 
event properties and kinem atic variables. Table 5 lists the m easured fiducial cross-sections 
for t t  production in association with additional a t least one and at least two b-jets and 
table 6 lists the contributions to  the uncertainty in these cross-sections. The most pre­
cise cross-section measurem ents are for the >  3b phase space in the eß channel, which 
has an uncertainty of 13%, and the >  6j, >  4b phase space in the lepton +  jets chan­
nel, which has an uncertainty of 17%. The uncertainties are dom inated by system atic 
uncertainties, which are mainly caused by the uncertainties due to  ttt  modelling and the 
uncertainties related to  b-tagging and the je t energy scale. In the eß channel, the uncer­
ta in ty  due to  the ttc  fit variations is also significant. This measurement is more precise 
th an  the uncertainties in the theoretical predictions of the inclusive cross-section for this 
process, which are 20%-30% [36]. The results are summarised in figure 7 after subtracting 
the M adG raph5_aM C @ N L0+PY TH iA  8 predicted values of t tH  and t tV  cross-sections 
from the m easured fiducial ttbb cross-section, and compared with ttbb predictions from 
S h e rp a  2.2 ttbb, P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 and P o w H e l+ P y th i a  8 ttbb. This procedure of 
t tH  and t tV  subtraction is also employed for all following figures showing the normalised 
differential distributions.
Figure 8 shows the normalised fiducial cross-section as a function of the b-jet mul­
tiplicity compared w ith predictions from various MC generator set-ups. A quantitative
assessment of the level of agreement between d a ta  and the various predictions is performed
by calculating a x 2 for each prediction. The x 2 is defined as
x 2 — SbT- i  V -1 S b -1 ,
where V -1 is the inverse of the covariance m atrix  V , calculated for each variable including 
all statistical and system atic uncertainties and Sb-1 is a vector of the differences between
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ep [fb] lepton +  je ts [fb]
>  3b > 4b > 5j, > 3b > 6j, >  4b
181 27 2450 359
Measured ± 5 (stat) ±  3 (stat) ± 40 (stat) ±  11 (stat)
± 24 (syst) ±  7 (syst) ± 690 (syst) ±  61 (syst)
tbX (X  =  H, V ) MC 4 2 80 28
M easured — t t X 177 25 2370 331
S h e r p a  2.2 tttt) (4F S ) 103 ±  30 17.3 ±  4.2 1600 ±  530 270 ±  70
P o w H E g + PY tH IA  8 ttbb (4FS) 104 16.5 1520 260
P o w H E l+ P Y tH iA  8 ttbb (5FS) 152 18.7 1360 290
P ow H E l+ P y tH iA  8 ttbb (4FS) 105 18.2 1690 300
Table 5. Measured and predicted fiducial cross-section results for additional b-jet production in 
the ep and the lepton +  jets decay channels.
Figure 7. The measured fiducial cross-sections, with ttH  and t tV  contributions subtracted from 
data, compared with ttbb predictions obtained using Sherpa 2.2 ttbb with uncertainties obtained 
by varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales by factors of 0.5 and 2.0 and including PDF 
uncertainties. Comparisons with the central values of the predictions of P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 and 
P o w H e l+ P y th ia  8 ttbb are also made. No uncertainties are included in the subtraction of the 
ttH  or t tV  predictions.
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Source Fiducial cross- 
ep
section phase space 
lepton +  jets
> 3b > 4b 
unc. [%] unc. [%]
>  5j, > 3b 
unc. [%]
>  6j, >  4b 
unc. [%]
D ata  statistics 2.7 9.0 1.7 3.0
Luminosity 2.1 2.1 2.3 2.3
Jet 2.6 4.3 3.6 7.2
b-tagging 4.5 5.2 17 8.6
Lepton 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.9
Pile-up 2.1 3.5 1.6 1.3
ttc  fit variation 5.9 11 — —
Non-tf bkg 0.8 2.0 1.7 1.8
D etector+background to ta l syst. 8.5 14 18 12
Parton  shower 9.0 6.5 12 6.3
Generator 0.2 18 16 8.7
ISR /FSR 4.0 3.9 6.2 2.9
PD F 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.1
t tV / t tH 0.7 1.4 2.2 0.3
MC sample statistics 1.8 5.3 1.2 4.3
t t  modelling to ta l syst. 10 20 21 12
Total syst. 13 24 28 17
Total 13 26 28 17
Table 6. Main systematic uncertainties in percentage for particle-level measurement of inclusive 
cross-sections in > 3 b and > 4 b phase space.
the measured and predicted cross-sections being tested. The resulting value of the x 2 
calculation is converted into a p-value using the num ber of degrees of freedom for each 
variable, which is the num ber of bins minus one in the case of the normalised differential 
cross-sections to  reflect the norm alisation constraint.
As normalised distributions are used, one element of Sb-1 is discarded in the calculation 
along with the corresponding row and column of the covariance m atrix. The resulting x 2 
does not depend on the element of S b-1 or the row and column of the covariance m atrix  
th a t is discarded. The resulting x 2 values are shown in table 7, where the second column 
is for the normalised b-jets m ultiplicity d istribution w ith Nb_jets >  2 and the last column is 
for the normalised b-jets m ultiplicity d istribution w ith N b_jets >  3. All MC predictions th a t 
calculate the top-quark pair production m atrix  element a t NLO, but rely on the parton 
shower for high je t multiplicities, predict too few events w ith three or four b-jets. This
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suggests th a t the 6-jet production by the parton shower is not optim al in these set-ups. 
The situation does not improve significantly when the renorm alisation and factorisation 
scales in the m atrix  element calculation and in the parton shower are changed by factors 
of 0.5 and 2, as shown in the middle ratio panel of figure 8. S h e rp a  2.2 ti, which models 
one additional-parton process a t NLO accuracy and up to  four additional partons at LO 
accuracy, is the only one of the presented generators th a t describes the 6-jet production 
well over the full phase space.
Predictions th a t include additional massive 6-quarks in the m atrix  element calculation 
(S h e rp a  2.2 ti66 (4FS), P o w H e L + P y th ia  8 ti66 (4FS), P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 ti66 (4FS)) 
do not provide top-pair production w ithout additional 6-jets and cannot be compared with 
the region w ith less than  three 6-jets. Table 7 therefore also includes x 2 values where the 
to ta l additional 6-jet production has been adjusted through the norm alisation to  Nb_jets >  3. 
The relative rate  of one, two and more than  two additional 6-jets is described well by all 
predictions. It is also interesting to  note th a t parton shower generators predict the relative 
rate  of one and two additional 6-jets well once the to ta l additional 6-jet production has 
also been adjusted through the norm alisation to  N b_jets >  3.
The comparison of the predictions from various MC generators with the da ta  are made 
after subtracting the sim ulation-estim ated contributions of tiV  and t iH  production from 
the data. The th ird  ratio panel of figure 8 shows the ratio of predictions of normalised differ­
ential cross-sections from M ad G rap h 5 _ aM C @ N L O + P y th ia  8 including (num erator) and 
not including (denom inator) the contributions from the tiV  and t iH  processes. The impact 
of including these processes in the prediction increases w ith 6-jet multiplicity, resulting in a 
change of about 10% relative to  the QCD ti  prediction alone in the inclusive four-6-jet bin.
Observables sensitive to  the details of the QCD modelling of additional 6-jet production 
are studied in events with at least three 6-jets in the eß channel and in events with at least 
four 6-jets in the le p to n + je ts  channel. W hile the sample with a t least four 6-jets has high 
signal purity, leading to  smaller dependence on the MC models, the eß channel benefits 
from an order of m agnitude larger size of the sample containing at least three 6-jets.
D istributions for H t  and HTad are shown in figures 9 and 10. Assessments of the level 
of agreement between d a ta  and the various MC predictions are presented in table 8 . The 
d a ta  are well described by all MC models in both  channels within uncertainties of 10%- 
30%, except for M ad G rap h 5 _ aM C @ N L O + P y tm a  8, which shows poor agreement in the 
lep to n + je ts  channel. M ajor contributions of system atics uncertainties in the measurement 
from various sources are illustrated in figure 11. Parton  shower modelling is the dom inant 
uncertainty in most regions of HTad. Similar uncertainties are found in the measurement 
of HT, where the low HT region has relatively larger uncertainties due to  QCD radiation 
scale variations because of softer jets contributing to  this region.
The pT distributions of the pT-ordered 6-jets are shown in figure 12 and figure 13 
for events with >  3 6-jets in the eß channel and >  4 6-jets in the lepton +  jets channel, 
respectively, w ith quantitative assessments of the level of data-M C agreement shown in 
table 9 . Most MC predictions describe the da ta  well, except P o w H e l+ P y th ia  8 ti66 
(5FS) for the leading and third-highest pT 6-jets in events w ith >  3 6-jets in the eß channel. 
As the 6-jets from the top-quark decays have a tendency to  be harder than  the 6-jets
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Figure 8. The relative differential cross-section as a function of the 6-jet multiplicity in events 
with at least two 6-jets in the ep channel compared with various MC generators. The ttH  and ttV  
contributions are subtracted from data. Three ratio panels are shown, the first two of which show the 
ratios of various predictions to data. The third panel shows the ratio of predictions of normalised 
differential cross-sections from MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+PYTHlA 8 including (numerator) and 
not including (denominator) the contributions from ttV  and ttH  production. Uncertainty bands 
represent the statistical and total systematic uncertainties as described in section 8.
from additional 6-quark production via gluon splitting, the leading and sub-leading 6-jet 
distributions have relatively higher probability to  contain the 6-jets from the top-quark 
decays, while the th ird  and the fourth 6-jet distributions contain mainly jets from gluon 
splitting. The m easurem ent uncertainties are between 10% and 25% depending on the pT 
of the je t and the top-quark decay channel. S tatistical uncertainties are dom inant in only 
the highest p t  bins. The uncertainties are dom inated by system atic uncertainties in the 
jet-energy scale and the 6-tagging algorithm.
Figures 14 and 15 show the d istribution of the mass, the angular distance A R  and pT of 
the 6162 system built from the two highest-pT 6-jets. The pT of the 6162 system is measured 
w ith a precision of 10%-15% over the full range in the ep channel and with an uncertainty of 
20%-25% in the le p to n + je ts  channel. It is well described by the different MC predictions, 
which vary significantly less than  the experim ental uncertainty. The distributions of the 
A R  between the two 6-jets and the invariant mass of the 6162 pair are m easured with slightly 
higher uncertainties and also show little variation between the different predictions. Good 
agreement between the d a ta  and the models is confirmed by the p-values listed in table 1 0 .
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Generators N b-jets : f2, % >  4b] Nb-jets : f3, >  4b]
x 2 /  n d f p-value x 2 /  n d f p-value
ep  channel
P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 18.1 /2 <  0.01 <  0.01 /  1 1.0
M a d G r a p h 5_aMC@NLO+PYTHiA 8 14.1 /2 <  0.01 0.05 /  1 0.83
S h e rp a  2.2 t t 0.85 /2 0.65 0.06 /  1 0.80
S h e rp a  2.2 ttbb (4FS) — — 0.37 /  1 0.54
P o w H e l+ P y th i a  8 ttbb (5FS) — — 0.33 /  1 0.56
P o w H e l+ P y th i a  8 ttbb (4FS) — — 0.76 /  1 0.38
P o w h e g + H erw ig  7 39.4 /2 <  0.01 0.26 /  1 0.61
P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 ttbb (4FS) — — 0.28 /  1 0.60
P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 (RadHi) 9.2 /2 0.01 0.08 /  1 0.77
P o w h e g + P y th ia  8 (RadLo) 27.0 /2 <  0.01 0.01 /  1 0.92
Table 7. Values of x 2 per degree of freedom and p-values between the unfolded normalised cross­
section and the predictions for b-jet multiplicity measurements in the ep channel. The number of 
degrees of freedom is equal to the number of bins minus one. Calculations are performed after 
subtracting estimated contributions from ttH  and t tV  from the data. In the two right columns, 
data and predictions are normalised to cross-section for N^jets > 3 before calculating x2 per degree 
of freedom and p-values.
Figures 16 and 17 show the same observables but reconstructed from the pair of 
two closest b-jets in the event, i.e. those with the smallest A R , denoted by m^;mm, 
Pt &I™, and A R Tmin(b,b). The experim ental uncertainties are similar to  those using 
the b-jet pair w ith the highest px. However, the model variations are larger and 
P o w H e l+ P y th ia  8 ttbb (5FS) does not describe the d a ta  w ith >  3b-jets in the ep channel 
well.
10 S u m m ary
M easurements of inclusive and normalised differential cross-sections of pairs of top-quarks 
in association w ith heavy-flavour jets in 13 TeV pp collisions are presented using a da ta  
sample of 36.1 fb-1 collected by the ATLAS detector a t the LHC. The results are shown 
in both  the ep and lepton +  jets channels w ithin fiducial phase spaces. The background 
coming from t t  production in association with additional light-flavour and charm -quark 
jets is evaluated using a fit to  a binned b-tagging discrim inant. The d a ta  after background 
subtraction are unfolded to  particle level to  correct for detector and acceptance effects. 
The fiducial cross-sections are measured for >  3b and >  4b phase spaces in the ep channel, 
and for >  5 j , >  3b and >  6j, >  4b phase spaces in the lepton +  jets channel. The two cross­
section m easurem ents w ith the smallest uncertainties, 13% and 17%, are those for >  3b in 
the ep channel and >  6 j , >  4b in the lepton +  jets channel, respectively. The measured 
cross-sections, after subtracting estim ated contributions from t tH  and t t V , are compared
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Figure 9. Relative differential cross-sections as a function of (a) HT, (b) HTad in events with 
at least three b-jets in the ep channel compared with various MC generators. The ttH  and ttV  
contributions are subtracted from data. Four ratio panels are shown, the first three of which show 
the ratios of various predictions to data. The last panel shows the ratio of predictions of normalised 
differential cross-sections from MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+PYTHlA 8 including (numerator) and 
not including (denominator) the contributions from ttV  and ttH  production. Uncertainty bands 
represent the statistical and total systematic uncertainties as described in section 8. Events with 
Ht  (H^ad) values outside the axis range are not included in the plot.
w ith various ttbb predictions and are found to  be higher th an  predicted but compatible 
w ithin the uncertainties.
The normalised fiducial differential cross-sections are presented as a function of several 
relevant kinem atic variables and global event properties. In general, the different observ­
ables are m easured w ith a precision of 10% in most of the phase space, rising to  30% at the 
edge of the phase space for some of the observables. The observables are well described by 
most MC predictions in both  channels. However, it is worth noting th a t in all the predic­
tions where additional b-jets are dom inantly produced by the parton shower, they predict 
too few events w ith more b-jets than  those produced in top decays. Only S h e r p a  2.2 t t  
describes the full b-jet m ultiplicity spectrum , and in events with >  3 b-jets it yields the 
best agreement w ith da ta  in most of the observables. P o w H e l + P y t h ia  8 ttbb (5FS) 
shows poor agreement in some of the observables in events w ith >  3 b-jets in the ep chan­
nel. The differential kinem atic distributions are equally well described by predictions th a t 
have additional b-jet production th a t is generated by the parton shower calculation and by 
predictions with additional b-quarks in the m atrix  element.
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Figure 10. Relative differential cross-sections as a function of (a) HT, (b) H/(ad in events with at 
least four b-jets in the lepton+jets channel compared with various MC generators. The ttH  and ttV  
contributions are subtracted from data. Four ratio panels are shown, the first three of which show 
the ratios of various predictions to data. The last panel shows the ratio of predictions of normalised 
differential cross-sections from MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO+PytHiA 8 including (numerator) and 
not including (denominator) the contributions from ttV  and ttH  production. Uncertainty bands 
represent the statistical and total systematic uncertainties as described in section 8. Events with 
Ht (HTad) values outside the axis range are not included in the plot.
Figure 11. Relative systematic uncertainties from various theoretical and experimental sources 
for HTad variable measured in the (a) ep and (b) lepton +  jets channels.
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Figure 12. Relative differential cross-sections as a function of 6-jets pT for pT-ordered 6-jets in 
events with at least three 6-jets in the eß channel compared with various MC generators. The 
ttH and ttV contributions are subtracted from data. (a) leading 6-jet pT, (b) sub-leading 6-jet pT,
(c) third-leading 6-jet pT. Four ratio panels are shown, the first three of which show the ratios of 
various predictions to data. The last panel shows the ratio of predictions of normalised differential 
cross-sections from M adGraph5_aM C@ NLO+Pythia 8 including (numerator) and not including 
(denominator) the contributions from ttV and ttH production. Uncertainty bands represent the 
statistical and total systematic uncertainties as described in section 8. Events with 6-jets pT values 
outside the axis range are not included in the plot.
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Figure 13. Relative differential cross-sections as a function of b-jets pT for pT-ordered 6-jets in 
events with at least four 6-jets in the lepton +  jets channel compared with various MC generators. 
The ttH  and t tV  contributions are subtracted from data. (a) leading 6-jet pT, (b) sub-leading 
6-jet p t , (c) third-leading 6-jet pT, (d) fourth-leading 6-jet pT. Four ratio panels are shown, the 
first three of which show the ratios of various predictions to data. The last panel shows the ratio 
of predictions of normalised differential cross-sections from M adGraph5_aM C@ NLO+Pythia 8 
including (numerator) and not including (denominator) the contributions from ttV  and ttH  pro­
duction. Uncertainty bands represent the statistical and total systematic uncertainties as described 
in section 8. Events with 6-jets pT values outside the axis range are not included in the plot.
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Figure 14. Relative differential cross-sections as a function of (a) m blb2, (b) pT,blb2, and (c) 
A R bl,b2 of two highest-pT b-jets in events with at least three 6-jets in the ep channel compared 
with various MC generators. The ttH  and ttV  contributions are subtracted from data. Four 
ratio panels are shown, the first three of which show the ratios of various predictions to data. 
The last panel shows the ratio of predictions of normalised differential cross-sections from M a d - 
G r a p h 5_aMC@NLO+PYTHlA 8 including (numerator) and not including (denominator) the con­
tributions from ttV  and ttH  production. Uncertainty bands represent the statistical and total 
systematic uncertainties as described in section 8. Events with observable values outside the axis 
range are not included in the plot.
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Figure 15. Relative differential cross-sections as a function of (a) m blb2, (b) pt,&i&2, and (c) 
AR6i ,62 of the two highest-pT b-jets in events with at least four b-jets in the lepton +  jets channel 
compared with various MC generators. The tttH  and ttt V contributions are subtracted from data. 
Four ratio panels are shown, the first three of which show the ratios of various predictions to 
data. The last panel shows the ratio of predictions of normalised differential cross-sections from 
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+PYTHlA 8 including (numerator) and not including (denominator) the 
contributions from tttV and ttt H  production. Uncertainty bands represent the statistical and total 
systematic uncertainties as described in section 8. Events with observable values outside the axis 
range are not included in the plot.
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Generator
HT
x 2 /  NDF p-value
rrhadHT
x 2 /  NDF p-value
ep  channel, >  3 b-jets
PowHeg+PytHiA 8 0.95 /  4 0.92 2.68 /  3 0.44
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+PytHiA 8 3.71 /  4 0.45 3.72 /  3 0.29
SHeRPA 2.2 tt 0.58 /  4 0.97 2.26 /  3 0.52
SHeRPA 2.2 ttbb (4FS) 0.35 /  4 0.99 0.40 /  3 0.94
PowHeL+PytHiA 8 ttbb (5FS) 4.88 /  4 0.30 1.85 /  3 0.60
PowHeL+PytHiA 8 ttbb (4FS) 1.39 /  4 0.85 3.33 /  3 0.32
PowHeg+HeRwig 7 0.26 /  4 0.99 2.28 /  3 0.52
PowHeg+PytHiA 8 ttbb (4FS) 0.63 /  4 0.96 3.93 /  3 0.27
PowHeg+PytHiA 8 (RadHi) 4.09 /  4 0.39 6.43 /  3 0.09
PowHeg+PytHiA 8 (RadLo) 0.14 /  4 1.0 1.06 /  3 0.79
lep to n + je ts  channel, >  6 je ts , >  4 b-jets
PowHeg+PytHiA 8 0.60 /  4 0.96 1.41 /  4 0.84
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+PytHiA 8 9.88 /  4 0.04 17.6 /  4 < 0.01
SHeRPA 2.2 tt 0.72 /  4 0.95 1.38 /  4 0.85
SHeRPA 2.2 ttbb (4FS) 1.09 /  4 0.90 2.58 /  4 0.63
Pow H el+PytH iA  8 tbbb (5FS) 0.81 /  4 0.94 1.40 /  4 0.84
Pow H el+PytH iA  8 tbbb (4FS) 1.38 /  4 0.85 2.38 /  4 0.67
PowHeg+HeRwig 7 4.27 /  4 0.37 7.00 /  4 0.14
PowHeg+PytHiA 8 tbbb (4FS) 0.72 /  4 0.95 1.71 /  4 0.79
PowHeg+PytHiA 8 (RadHi) 0.94 /  4 0.92 0.96 /  4 0.92
PowHeg+PytHiA 8 (RadLo) 1.15 /  4 0.89 2.57 /  4 0.63
Table 8. Values of x 2 per degree of freedom and p-values between the unfolded normalised cross­
sections and the various predictions for the HT and H^ad measurements in the ep and lepton+jets 
channels. The number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of bins in the measured 
distribution minus one.
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p* P t- Pt3 Pbi1
X2 /  NDF p-value X2 / NDF p-value X2 /  NDF p-value X2 /  NDF p-value
Generator
e p  c h a n n e l, >  3  6 -je ts
P o w h e g + P y t h ia  8 2.09 /4 0.72 0.50 / 3 0.92 0.09 / 2 0.95 — —
MADGRAPH5_aMC(âNLO+PYTHIA 8 2.62 /4 0.62 0.27 / 3 0.97 0.33 / 2 0.85 — —
Sh e r pa  2.2 tt 0.98 /4 0.91 0.67 / 3 0.88 0.02 / 2 0.99 — —
Sh e r pa  2.2 ttbb (4FS) 3.52 /4 0.47 0.68 / 3 0.88 0.21 / 2 0.90 — —
P o w H e l+ P y t h ia  8 ttbb (5FS) 10.9 /4 0.03 2.58 / 3 0.46 3.91 / 2 0.14 — —
P o w H e l+ P y t h ia  8 ttbb (4FS) 6.21 /4 0.18 1.96 / 3 0.58 1.30 / 2 0.52 — —
P o w h e g + H erw ig  7 1.16 /4 0.89 1.02 / 3 0.80 0.02 / 2 0.99 — —
P o w h e g + P y t h ia  8 ttbb (4FS) 2.62 /4 0.62 0.53 / 3 0.91 0.46 / 2 0.80 — —
P o w h e g + P y t h i a  8 ( R a d H i ) 2.71 /4 0.61 0.56 / 3 0.91 0.26 / 2 0.88 — —
P o w h e g + P y t h i a  8 ( R a d L o ) 1.93 /4 0.75 0.64 / 3 0.89 0.05 / 2 0.97 — —
le p t o n + je t s  c h a n n e l, >  6 je t s ,  >  4 6 -je ts
P o w h e g + P y t h i a  8 2.09 /4 0.72 2.98 / 3 0.40 1.42 / 3 0.70 0.20 / 2 0.90
MADGRAPH5aiMC@NLO+PYTHIA 8 5.20 /4 0.27 5.31 / 3 0.15 1.87 / 3 0.60 0.08 / 2 0.96
Sh e r pa  2.2 tt 2.01 /4 0.73 2.46 / 3 0.48 1.75 / 3 0.63 0.15 / 2 0.93
Sh e r pa  2.2 ttbb (4FS) 2.04 /4 0.73 2.82 / 3 0.42 1.23 / 3 0.75 0.52 / 2 0.77
P o w H e l+ P y t h ia  8 ttbb (5FS) 2.07 /4 0.72 3.65 / 3 0.30 1.73 / 3 0.63 0.85 / 2 0.65
P o w H e l+ P y t h ia  8 ttbb (4FS) 2.52 /4 0.64 2.37 / 3 0.50 2.41 / 3 0.49 0.18 / 2 0.91
P o w h e g + H erw ig  7 2.58 /4 0.63 3.50 / 3 0.32 1.30 / 3 0.73 0.26 / 2 0.88
P o w h e g + P y t h ia  8 ttbb (4FS) 1.76 /4 0.78 2.02 / 3 0.57 1.83 / 3 0.61 0.84 / 2 0.66
P o w h e g + P y t h i a  8 ( R a d H i ) 1.50 /4 0.83 2.39 / 3 0.50 1.74 / 3 0.63 0.37 / 2 0.83
P o w h e g + P y t h i a  8 ( R a d L o ) 2.17 /4 0.70 3.75 / 3 0.29 1.42 / 3 0.70 0.17 / 2 0.92
T a b le  9. Values of x 2 Per degree of freedom and p-values between the unfolded normalised cross-sections and the various predictions for the three 
(four) leading 6-jet px measurements in the ep (lepton +  jets) channel. The number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of bins in the 
measured distribution minus one.
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Generator
mb1b2 P t , 6 i 6 2  ARb1b2 
X2 /  NDF p-value x2 /  NDF p-value x2 /  NDF p-value
eß  channel, > 3 b-jets
PowHEG+PYtHia 8 1.55 /  4 0.82 1.74 /  3 0.63 0.70 /  4 0.95
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+PytHia 8 1.73 /  4 0.79 1.08 /  3 0.78 3.73 /  4 0.44
Sherpa 2.2 tt 0.25 /  4 0.99 0.64 /  3 0.89 0.99 /  4 0.91
Sherpa 2.2 ttbb (4FS) 2.88 /  4 0.58 0.76 /  3 0.86 2.88 /  4 0.58
PowHEL+PytHia 8 ttbb (5FS) 3.74 /  4 0.44 4.75 /  3 0.19 4.70 /  4 0.32
PowHEL+PytHia 8 ttbb (4FS) 1.35 /  4 0.85 2.90 /  3 0.41 0.86 /  4 0.93
Powheg+Herwig 7 0.48 /  4 0.98 0.42 /  3 0.94 0.97 /  4 0.91
PowHEG+PytHia 8 ttbb (4FS) 1.89 /  4 0.76 0.79 /  3 0.85 0.68 /  4 0.95
PowHEG+PytHia 8 (RadHi) 3.77 /  4 0.44 3.49 /  3 0.32 0.50 /  4 0.97
PowHEG+PytHia 8 (RadLo) 1.04 /  4 0.90 0.95 /  3 0.81 1.01 /  4 0.91
lep ton+ je ts channel, >  6 jets, >  4 b-jets
PowHEG+PytHia 8 1.82 /  5 0.87 1.66 /  5 0.89 2.48 /  6 0.87
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+PytHia 8 4.11 /  5 0.53 4.63 /  5 0.46 2.90 /  6 0.82
Sherpa 2.2 tt 2.84 /  5 0.72 1.79 /  5 0.88 3.40 /  6 0.76
Sherpa 2.2 ttbb (4FS) 2.40 /  5 0.79 1.76 /  5 0.88 3.37 /  6 0.76
PowHEL+PytHia 8 ttbb (5FS) 2.39 /  5 0.79 1.85 /  5 0.87 2.94 /  6 0.82
PowHEL+PytHia 8 ttbb (4FS) 3.71 /  5 0.59 2.49 /  5 0.78 4.79 /  6 0.57
Powheg+Herwig 7 2.46 /  5 0.78 2.60 /  5 0.76 2.80 /  6 0.83
PowHEG+PytHia 8 ttbb (4FS) 1.88 /  5 0.87 1.51 /  5 0.91 2.79 /  6 0.83
PowHEG+PytHia 8 (RadHi) 1.68 /  5 0.89 1.67 /  5 0.89 2.72 /  6 0.84
PowHEG+PytHia 8 (RadLo) 1.89 /  5 0.86 2.35 /  5 0.80 2.63 /  6 0.85
Table 10. Values of x 2 per degree of freedom and p-values between the unfolded normalised cross­
sections and the various predictions for the mass, pT and AR of the leading two 6-jets in the eß 
and lepton +  jets channels. The number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of bins in the 
measured distribution minus one.
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m Amin mbb pAminpT,bb ARAminbb
X2 /  NDF p-value x2 /  NDF p-value x2 /  NDF p-value
Generator
ep  channel, >  3 b-jets
Powheg+Pythia 8 1.37 /  4 0.85 0.42 /  4 0.98 0.78 / 3 0.86
MaDGraph5_aMC@NLO+Pythia 8 3.67 /  4 0.45 2.50 /  4 0.65 1.22 / 3 0.75
Sherpa 2.2 A 0.17 /  4 1.0 0.06 /  4 1.0 0.99 / 3 0.80
Sherpa 2.2 ttbb (4FS) 1.36 /  4 0.85 0.52 /  4 0.97 0.21 / 3 0.98
PowHel+Pythia 8 ttbb (5FS) 0.18 /  4 1.0 12.7 /  4 0.01 27.9 / 3 < 0.01
PowHel+Pythia 8 ttbb (4FS) 4.29 /  4 0.37 2.36 /  4 0.67 0.81 / 3 0.85
Powheg+Herwig 7 0.87 /  4 0.93 0.06 /  4 1.0 0.95 / 3 0.81
Powheg+Pythia 8 ttbb (4FS) 1.12 /  4 0.89 1.00 /  4 0.91 0.30 / 3 0.96
Powheg+Pythia 8 (RadHi) 1.94 /  4 0.75 1.31 /  4 0.86 0.51 / 3 0.92
Powheg+Pythia 8 (RadLo) 0.99 /  4 0.91 0.28 /  4 0.99 0.86 / 3 0.84
lep ton+ je ts channel, >  6 jets, >  4 b-jets
Powheg+Pythia 8 0.86 /  4 0.93 0.99 /  4 0.91 3.22 / 5 0.67
MaDGraph5_aMC@NLO+Pythia 8 1.01 /  4 0.91 4.33 /  4 0.36 3.19 / 5 0.67
Sherpa 2.2 tt 0.66 /  4 0.96 1.21 /  4 0.88 4.98 / 5 0.42
Sherpa 2.2 ttbb (4FS) 1.44 /  4 0.84 0.89 /  4 0.93 4.07 / 5 0.54
PowHel+Pythia 8 ttbb (5FS) 1.08 /  4 0.90 1.61 /  4 0.81 3.14 / 5 0.68
PowHel+Pythia 8 ttbb (4FS) 1.93 /  4 0.75 0.30 /  4 1.0 5.43 / 5 0.37
Powheg+Herwig 7 1.32 /  4 0.86 1.47 /  4 0.83 4.53 / 5 0.48
Powheg+Pythia 8 ttbb (4FS) 1.05 /  4 0.90 0.82 /  4 0.94 3.87 / 5 0.57
Powheg+Pythia 8 (RadHi) 1.51 /  4 0.83 0.95 /  4 0.92 2.98 / 5 0.70
Powheg+Pythia 8 (RadLo) 0.77 /  4 0.94 1.51 /  4 0.83 3.25 / 5 0.66
Table 11. Values of x 2 per degree of freedom and p-values between the unfolded normalised cross­
sections and the various predictions for the mass, pT and AR of the closest two b-jets in the ep 
and lepton+jets channels. The number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of bins in the 
measured distribution minus one.
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A m i n  
bb , (b) PA,lmbn and (c)Figure 16. Relative differential cross-sections as a function of (a) m;
AR^bmin of two closest b-jets in AR in events with at least three b-jets in the ep channel com­
pared with various MC generators. The t tf f  and ttV  contributions are subtracted from data. 
Four ratio panels are shown, the first three of which show the ratios of various predictions to 
data. The last panel shows the ratio of predictions of normalised differential cross-sections from 
M a d G r a p h 5_aMC@NLO+PYTHlA 8 including (numerator) and not including (denominator) the 
contributions from ttV  and t tf f  production. Uncertainty bands represent the statistical and total 
systematic uncertainties as described in section 8. Events with observable values outside the axis 
range are not included in the plot.
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A m i n  
bb , (b) PpST and (c)Figure 17. Relative differential cross-sections as a function of (a) m;
AR^bmin of two closest b-jets in AR in events with at least four b-jets in the lepton +  jets chan­
nel compared with various MC generators. The ttH  and ttV  contributions are subtracted from 
data. Four ratio panels are shown: the first three show the ratios of various predictions to data. 
The last panel shows the ratio of predictions of normalised differential cross-sections from M a d - 
G r a p h 5_aMC@NLO+PYTHlA 8 including (numerator) and not including (denominator) the con­
tributions from ttV  and ttH  production. Uncertainty bands represent the statistical and total 
systematic uncertainties as described in section 8. Events with observable values outside the axis 
range are not included in the plot.
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